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About This Game

Welcome to SecondSpeed!

In the world full of pain and despair it is a luck indeed to see the light. Fortunately, there are plenty obstacles on the way, which
will not allow you to get there. The main of those are gravity and disorientation.

SecondSpeed is a single-player 3D platformer. Run, jump from the walls, fall, slide – do whatever you want!

Fluffy was peacefully working on his busineses, not disturbing anyone. But peace can not last forever. Fluffy could not even
notice the moment he got to some kind of cyber hell. From where he should find the exit somehow. He maybe could stay, but in

that middle of nowhere there was no even a drink!

Features:

Jump from the walls

Run on the walls

Slide on the walls

Mini-game
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Air controll
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Title: SecondSpeed
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
izzYFoxDev, Panda2U
Publisher:
izzYFoxDev
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7,8,10; x64 Only

Processor: Core i3 or equal;

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 550Ti or equal;

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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This game sucks.. Disclaimer: i've just played this game only for 10 level, so it might be some misunderstood in this review.

Overall it's a good game. I think it is worth more than $3 (price when i bought this game). this game reminds me of bastion (but
still very different). It is come with original idea of puzzle game. the quality of graphic is good. sounds is good too.

pros
+ simple and easy to learn
+ good graphic
+ good sound
+ good idea of puzzle game

cons
- need more storyline in every new level
at first this game looks like it will provide a good story, but after 10 level, i dont find the continuation of its story (or im not far
enaugh to see more storyline ?)
- too easy ?
I chose the hard mode, but I find it too easy to complete the first 10 levels of the game (I do not know how many levels
contained in this game) - or, developers did make on purpose that 10 first level is to be solved easily :P

conclusion:
if you are looking for casual puzzle game with nice atmosphere and also good graphic and sound, buy this game.. Bombs, one hit
kills, and exploration. Pretty fun gameplay, and doesn't overstay its welcome.

. Actually like the battles so far. normally something indie rpgs gloss over. simple, but i like the mouse controls and battle
animastions, it just seems to fit with the rest of the feeling. characters talking and item descriptions are fun too. it seems the
writers tried to makejokes on every menu possible, but still a fun title!. Got this in a bundle.

Kind of meh imo .. 2/10

Graphics - 7/10
 ~ Nice graphics, could be improved.
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Music - 5/10
 ~ Music was fine, but would not listen to for long.

Gameplay - 1/10
 ~ Sometimes confusing, repetitive, all hidden-object puzzle, nothing else, not very good mechanic,
 ~ Takes a lot of focus, gets you ( your eyes ) tired fast.. It's a 45 minutes epilogue. If you enjoy the game, you should pick it up
if you want more.

It's in line with the first DLC.. I know saying "not fun" in here sounds weird, seeing how its a damn minesweeper, yet I felt quite
bored.

Minesweeper itself is.. alright. UI is kind of meh, but tolerable. Right clicking on a number shows up a grid of affected
area, but... why is it on hold, instead of press once - press twice. It's nitpicking, but still it's simply for quality of life.
And having to use arrows, as well as mouse, feels kind of uncomfortable.

 I also bought the game for having Sudoku in it, which, sadly, had a pretty bad UI, which very badly chosen colors
making them hard to read, or to distinguish between 3x3 boxes of sudoku itself. I can find better ones online for free.

Asteroids were just meh. Plain meh, with objects spawning nearly on top of me, with ship being too slow, and not being
able to fire more missiles until they despawned offscreen.

Catcher was a bit fun, I liked how it sped up a bit after 300 or so points.
UI wise again, it bugs out (as if you complete Sudoku, you get SOLVED stuck on the screen forever, even making it
impossible to track your score in Catcher), the zoom gets wonky (zoomed out at minesweeper and swapped to Catcher -
camera was still zoomed out, making the mode easier to do).
And to summarize the minigames: They feel cheap, quickly made, put in just for the sake of it.
Soundtrack feels... like if i was on an exotic island, to be quite honest, but I can't really criticise this, because I have no
idea what would I put into minesweeper.
Oh and Steam leaderboards didn't work for me. No idea if they are updated periodically, but it only had one entry in easy
mode sweeper category, with my name nowhere to be found, even through I played 5 different sweepers + all 3 minigames.

For these who care about the achievements, I finished all of them in 35 minutes. So if you are into that, it's a plus, i guess.

Recommendation for a dev: Add different color schemes (night mode would be great)
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Well done graphics. Clever and challenging puzzles. I recommend this game to anyone.. War of the Lapland!. Well what can i
say... You have to buy the full game for the achivements.(bad choice)

Its okay... You get 3 easy achivements.(not that bad)

Oh im omlea ohshay... In my opinion its a 4/10 from me.

But i mean achivements are achivements.. cool and casual sandbox game, verry early access don't expect much but i like it.

saddly after no news from the devs. in almost a year i believe this game has failed. so i must change my thumbs up to down. nice
idea with a lot of potential. Currently it completely exacerbates the motion sickness problem you get with VR with movement.
Jet pack you can get used to, but the walking made me incredibly queasy.
Quite fun but needs more content (I know it's coming) and some way to overcome motion issues.. 
https:\/\/forum.paradoxplaza.com\/forum\/index.php?threads\/is-ther-any-plan-to-add-chinese-support-in-
ck2%E3%80%81eu4%E3%80%81hoi4-and-stellaris%EF%BC%9F.1077611\/

Just don't like what AndrewT response in the thread. I would not recomend this. It is my second VN. It is a six hour vn. So many
plot holes, or at least lack of informtion before the end. No reason to reply other routes if so many plot holes. Find a better title..
Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a convention; it was good then, and it's still good
now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.. Couldn't get it to run :(
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